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over -jCg^ooOjOOO1 were paid to allies. Meanwhile no large
English army was raised, and England was responsible for
no major military action. The Coalitions effected little;
Prussia, in particular, accepted England's money without
putting her promised quota of troops into the field. Prussia
and Austria quarrelled bitterly in the First Coalition, and
Prussia withdrew from the war in 1795. Russian dis-
agreement with Austria wrecked the Second Coalition,
whilst the Third depended on the fickle, unstable character
of the Czar Alexander. Prussia was devoured by inveterate
hatred of Austria; Russia rendered the greatest possible
service to France by her Partition of Poland, which caused
further disagreement among the allies. England did little
to check the conflicting policies of the members of the of action.
Coalitions : she devoted her attention to the colonial struggle
and repeatedly irritated her Austrian ally by her inactivity
in the Mediterranean. Pitt's impenetrable reserve, his <
inherent caution, and his dislike of the war prevented him
from commanding European confidence; he had neither
the strength of will nor the fascination of character to weld
his Coalitions into an effective force. The difficulties were
great, greater perhaps than Napoleon's, for he had fewer
allies than subjects, and criticisms of Pitt merely point out
his deficiencies and do not in any way minimise the greatness
of the task he faced.
Because he never realised the strength of revolutionary Heover-es.
France, Pitt was always prone to exaggerate the power of pwe^offais
the French royalists.    He constantly overestimated their allies*
willingness and their ability to overthrow the Revolutionary
Government.    Pitt   was   constantly  misled  by  his   own
optimism and confidence : hence he persistently exaggerated
the value of Prussia.   Thus, in 1799, though a favourable        :'
opportunity presented itself for an Italian campaign, if
Sicily were used as the Jjjise and advantage taken of the
command of the Mediterranean, Pitt again directed our
efforts to Holland, hoping by this to induce Prussia to
re-enter the contest on his side,
The failure of Pitt's military policy was partly due to
1 Rosebery, Pitt, Appendix A.

